


The goal at Dot Girl Products™ is that every girl has a positive first 
period experience and an empowered first step to womanhood.

Kathy Pickus, along with her sister, Terri Goodwin, founded Dot Girl 
Products™ in December 2006. They brought their experience as 
daughters and mothers to help parents honestly address an uncom-
fortable topic.

Their motivation to create The Dot Girl’s First Period Kit® grew from 
their own awkward teenage experiences. Despite the fact that their 
mother was a wonderful nurturer to four daughters, she was never 
comfortable talking to her daughters about their bodies. They found 
that this is more often the rule than the exception for both moms and 
dads. And the reality today is that parents often find themselves in the 
awkward position of having avoided the subject at all costs, to the det-
riment of their daughters.riment of their daughters.

The company’s goal for the kit is to provide parents with the informa-
tion and supplies needed to explain the basics of menstruation to their 
daughters. And for the girls, they hope that having the kit will lessen 
their anxiety about their first period and instead turn it into a positive 
experience.

Before launching Dot Girl Products™, Kathy Pickus earned her B.A. in 
Business Economics from UCLA.  She later invested three decades 
working for quality organizations such as the Los Angeles Olympic 
Committee, Precor Inc. and ADP – Automatic Data Processing, Inc.  In 
these roles, she was responsible and accountable for managing impor-
tant customer relationships and meeting and exceeding their high 
expectations for performance and results. 

With more than 10,000 Dot Girl kits sold through word-of-mouth adver-
tising, that commitment continues, yet the impact on young women 
and their parents is deeply personal, very satisfying and life lasting.  As 
President, Kathy continues to bring a blend of business savvy, creative 
talent, and a commitment to grow Dot Girl Products™ into a trusted, 
much beloved household name. 

The Women's Health Foundation enthusiastically endorses The Dot 
Girl First Period Kit® as it is in complete alignment with WHF's mission 
to educate girls and women about pelvic health and wellness.  A 
portion of the proceeds from Dot Girl sales goes to WHF's research 
and development of evidence-based programming in schools and 
communities.



Primary Target Market

- Girls aged 8 to 14 — who are often called   “Generation Z” 
  or “Digital Natives”

- According to the 2010 U.S. Census Bureau, reports show  
  there were 10,097,332 girls between 10 and 14 years of age

- U.S. Census Bureau reports show an average of 2.1 million
  girls born each year during the past decade  girls born each year during the past decade

- Tweens now flex $43 billion worth of annual spending power,  
  according to Larissa Faw, Editor, Youth Markets Alert, a trade 
  newsletter based in New York City (Fox Business, Dec. 2010)

Secondary Target Market

- Mothers and grandmothers of tween-aged girls

- Fathers who are raising 2.5 million children, many of them  
  girls, as a single parent, according to the U.S. Census Bureau  girls, as a single parent, according to the U.S. Census Bureau

- 93% of mothers are influenced to some extent by other moms’ 
  recommendations*

- 50% of mothers make recommendations about brands daily 
  or weekly*

- 21% of mothers make brand recommendations at least 
  monthly *

- 83% of mothers make recommendations in person compared - 83% of mothers make recommendations in person compared 
  to 53% online*

*The Mom Next Door: Why and How Moms Make Recommendations, 
a Study by the 360PR MomSquad® and Mom it Forward®, October 
2012
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